Along with the advent of the Web 2.0 came a rich ecosystem of application services allowing developers to use the functionality provided by Web applications into their own customized solutions. This, together with the current developments on the Internet of Things are laying the foundations of new IP-based smart environments in which applications and services are combined to support users in ways not possible before. Recently, most of the research has focused on improving the networking capabilities of the Internet of Things infrastructure and in enabling the access to the following generation of services. However, there are two more issues that need to be attended. First, how data and functionality provided by services on these smart environments would be modeled in order to facilitate abstraction and composition, and second, how users are intended to interact with the environments in order to make applications support their particular needs. In this article, we present a framework and an user-interaction model for Internet of Things applications based on the technologies of the modern Web as a solution proposal for both issues. We start by describing the elements of the framework, and then discuss the user-interaction model by using a case-of-study scenario illustrating the capabilities of our contributions.
Introduction
In recent years, the Web has quickly evolved from a read-only source of information into a very dynamic applications platform. In the modern Web, applications no longer provide data and functionality only to human users but also to other systems and applications. Because of this situation, any user with the proper knowledge has now the possibility to build upon existing Web services and data feeds to put together, piece by piece, the needed support for customized application scenarios. This possibility led to the introduction of mashups [1, 2] , a concept originated in music that in computer science refers to applications created by mixing and rearranging different sources and service APIs. One of the key technologies involved in mashup systems and into the design of the last generation of Web services are the resource oriented architectures, or more commonly, RESTful Web services [3, 4] . Web services following the architectural principles of REST use HTTP as application protocol, providing a very basic and simple communication platform for applications. A very common example of mashup is a Web application that uses Google Maps to show the location of the most recent pictures or events related to a specific geographic region. The Google Maps API [5] is used to draw a map and to mark positions on it, other services are queried to retrieve the list of items to show. Mashup systems can be used to combine user-interfaces, data, and functionality.
Another, more important, development is the "Internet of Things" vision [6] [7] [8] which seeks to interconnect the physical objects in everyday life through the Internet in effective, practical, and inexpensive ways. The connectivity of the integrated environment of devices of the Internet of Things together with REST-based systems will form the foundation of smart environments in which sensing and computing could be mashed-up in ways not possible before.
Several examples exist today that demonstrate how useful are REST-based platforms for different application domains. The smart grid scenario is one of the most illustrative examples as benefits are clearly identified. A good reference of a smart grid is the Smart Energy 2.0 specification of the ZigBee alliance. Smart Energy 2.0 [9] is a REST-based standard used by devices from different vendors to seamlessly interoperate with the objective to monitor, control, inform, and automate the delivery of energy and water. The IP-based communication of this standard allows devices to work over Wi-Fi, HomePlug, Ethernet, and other communication channels, and, as resources are modeled after a RESTful interface, the only thing that must be standardized are how URIs and data is modeled. Another example of a successful REST-based platform is Pachube [10] . This platform provides a centralized repository of sensorial data for any user interested on sharing readings. Resources on the platform, consisting on the readings, are consumed through a REST interface and data is modeled after an standard to describe sensorial information. Pachube is also an instance of something that will be very common on the Internet of Things. Data will progressively cease to come from direct intervention of the user, through keyboards, touch-enabled surfaces, or other input devices, and will start to come from sensors and context induced by the natural interaction of the user with environments.
There is a large number of issues that must be resolved in the current Internet before it can be used as a proper infrastructure for the next generation of application services. This seems to be one of the reasons why most of the research on the Internet of Things has been focused into improving the current networking infrastructure and into providing the access for physical devices through the Internet. There are two important issues that haven't yet been fully addressed. They are: how the services and data available in the Internet of Things will be modeled to facilitate its composition and abstraction, and, how will users interact with these new smart environment applications composed by pieces of independent functionality.
In the following Section, we discuss some of the issues on the aggregation and composition of REST services and propose an architecture that can be used as a point of reference for platforms that presents the basic mechanisms needed to support mashups for the Internet of Things. In Section 3 we discuss the interaction of users with smart environments and present our interaction-model based on an mashup editor from which the environment functionality is changed or improved. In Section 4, we present a case of study scenario where the architectural elements and the user-interaction is illustrated. Section 5 includes a discussion of the related study and how our contributions differ from other proposals. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with some final remarks and outline the future study.
A framework for mashups
The Internet of Things can greatly benefit from mashup technology. The common functionality for a number of scenarios in a particular domain can be identified and isolated into single, language agnostic, and independent Web services that can be later combined into new applications. Mashups not only offer a solution for composition, they can be also used as a mean to delegate processing for data-mining or aggregation, and generate new resources that are more manageable and scalable. There are some studies that are starting to bring services in representation of physical entities into mashups. The terms ubiquitous computing mashups [1] and physical mashups [11] are being used to refer to those efforts. In a similar way, there are other works trying to bring the notion of time, place, and other contextual information into traditional Web applications (for instance, the W3C's UWA Group [12] ). Our architecture offers a comprehensive solution for mashups in the Internet of Things as it not only features the access to physical entities, but also provides the means for service discovery, event notification, aggregation of resources, deployment of applications, and importantly it is designed around the an user-interaction model based on ambient-intelligence (AmI) applications, as described in Section 3.
As with any infrastructure that allows the creation of mashup applications, our architecture features the following set of mechanisms:
• A way to describe each service in terms of their functionality.
• A way to discover the services that are available in the environment the user is in.
• A way for the services to communicate with interested peers when an event occurs.
• An easy way to combine data and functionality from services.
Our framework consists of four main elements: services in representation of data, logic, and physical entities, a hub service used for notifications, a service-discovery mechanism, and execution engines (see Figure 1 ). The rest of this section describes each element in detail.
Services description
Each element in our architecture consists of a RESTful Web service. One of the reasons why this kind of service has been used in recent services-based platforms is that they are more suitable for ad hoc integration [13] . REST services do not need special proxy objects to handle service calls as they are accessed through simple HTTP requests; a feature available in most modern programming-languages. Interacting with a RESTful Web service is no different than opening a webpage, or sending a form. Services provide resources (e.g., webpage, data file, image, etc.) when receiving HTTP GET requests, and handle changes on the resource by receiving POST, PUT, or DELETE requests.
One of the main issues with RESTful interfaces is that they lack a well-defined standard description language because of their own architectural restrictions. A RESTbased API should not define fixed resources names, so the complete interface of a service could not be acknowledged a priori. This architectural constraint states that "hypermedia should be the engine of the application state" [3] . This is, after an initial request, the content of the response must include a relationship of further URIs that can be used to continue requesting resources according to the application flow. For example, if a user is searched on a bank's database, the resource containing the user's information should contain URIs for each of his bank accounts. However, we do need to define what starting URIs the clients could use. In the bank example, we would need to know where to send the request for the user search.
In our framework, a service is described in terms of its functionality by using a WADL document [14] containing pointers to just the starting URIs for interaction. The same document describes how data will be shared, this is, how it should be parsed and consumed. A full service is not completely described by a single WADL document. Instead, a service can implement multiple interface specifications, each stored on individual documents (see Figure 2) . The intention is to simplify the specification of service compositions and to bring flexibility by allowing a service to perform richer, composed tasks. The service also needs to be registered on the service discovery mechanism, and, in order to multiply the opportunities of interoperability; all the resources provided by services in the platform must be represented in most of the following formats:
• HTML. A Web page designed to be used by a human user. This representation must provide access to all the functionality offered by the service.
• XML. A valid representation in an XML schema related to the functionality provided by the service.
• JSON. A JSON file containing the same data as the XML representation. Services featuring this data format must also provide a JSONP alternative.
• ATOM. An Atom feed whose items are augmented with XML tags of the related XML schema.
Service discovery
The service discovery mechanism of our base platform should be based on any protocol that can identify networking services on a local network. During prototyping we used Zero configuration networking (Zeroconf) [15] , a protocol originated on a IETF working group. We use the capabilities of Zeroconf to advertise services. To do so, once a service is ready to receive requests it must be registered in the environment by broadcasting its description through the Zeroconf implementation. The description of a service consists of the following attributes: the service name, a human-readable description, the host name and port number of the network resource, a base URI in which the REST endpoints are contained, the URL of the hub service that is used to broadcast event notifications (explained in Section 2.4.4), and the interfaces the service implements (URLs to WADL specifications). The Zeroconf protocol is currently used by many printer vendors, Wi-Fi cameras, and others. Users of the protocol are expected to find a device as soon as it joins the network, much like an USB device connecting to a computer.
Event notification
While not really part of RESTful architectures, our architecture defines as events the notifications about the update of a resource sent to interested entities. The event notification mechanism allows the interchange of context information and control messages by alerting services running in the platform when a resource containing such data is updated.
The design of the mechanism is based on the PubSubHubbub protocol [16], or Hubbub for short, which introduces a special entity called hub into the traditional publish/subscribe communication model. In Hubbub, once that a consumer makes its first request for a provider's resource, the response representation contains a link pointing to the hub service used by the provider to advertise resource updates; consumers interested in receiving notifications for that particular resource must send a subscription request to the linked hub. The hub stores a local copy of the representation that will be updated after it receives a ping request from the provider notifying him that new data is available. If this does not happen within a certain time window, the hub requests the resource by itself and updates its local copy; whenever the resource is updated, the hub notifies each of the subscribers which can then request the hub's updated representation.
At the moment, Hubbub only supports resource representations in the Atom and RSS feed formats as they allow the documents to contain links to related resources, in this case, to hub services. However, we extend these capabilities by adding support to other possible representations. References to hub services are expected as links within documents or as an attribute in service's descriptions. In this way, services that cannot include links in the representations because of limitations in data formats, can point to a hub in the service's description. Additionally, if a service declares to implement the Hubbub protocol but does not point to a hub in any ways, an execution engine will search for an available hub service in the environment to use it for event notifications during the application flow.
Execution language and engine
In mashup systems, an application is actually a composition of services put together to provide the logic needed for an application. In order to build such applications, we need first to describe the service composition using whatever language is available in the platform that will run the mashups. As stated before, the definition of a formal description for REST services has yet to be standardized; general composition languages such as WS-BPEL [17, 18] or EMML [19] which are highly dependent on the full service descriptions are having difficulties to offer an easy to use solution for unexperienced developers. Being general-purpose composition languages, they are very fine-grained systems so developers must be aware of how requests, representations, and the individual logic will be mixed up together. To confront all these issues, we propose a simple composition language in which the application logic is expressed by describing the dependencies between coarse-grained component services. Each composition step is performed accordingly to the interfaces that the involved services implement, so the full application logic can be expressed as a simple and straightforward pipelining logic graph. Applications in our framework are described by documents called application manifests, which define:
• The services involved in the composition (which can be specific or generic) and their description.
• The flow between the services.
• The mashup outputs where the final data or functionality will be served.
• Application control data such as execution schedule, authentication credentials, and other metadata.
The scenario of use for traditional mashup systems is rather simple: once a composition is defined, it is sent for execution to a server; the server runs the composition and exposes any resources generated throughout the application flow. Systems providing ubiquitous or physical mashups, in the other hand, should integrate additional special characteristics. In our platform:
• An application manifest is not only run on publicly available servers, they can run on local closed environments, personal mobile devices, and so on.
• The user can be a part of the execution flow (e.g., to select between alternatives).
• Composition could include previously unknown services that implement certain generic interfaces.
• Notification events from physical devices or context providers are involved in the application flow.
• The execution of applications can be scheduled.
• Users can share and collaboratively design application manifests using the different available execution engines (with the appropriate permissions).
• Services representing objects in the real world are managed through permissions and access control.
Application manifests are run by one of the special entities in the platform: the execution engine services. An execution engine is in charge of managing the described application flow by identifying providers, requesting resources, receiving related event notifications, and providing output resources to finally deliver the target functionality. Its architecture is composed of five main components (see Figure 3 ) which are in fact implementations of one or more of the core services interfaces. To further discuss the functionality of each component and the overall engine's scenario of use, lets consider as example an application that generates a map widget with the last sensor readings from two wireless sensor networks. Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of the services involved and the application flow that will end up in the generation of an output resource containing the representation of a events-enabled widget that can be embedded in Web pages.
The following sections detail how mashup applications are executed.
Deploying manifests
The scenario starts with the submission of the example application manifest (see Figure 5 ) to an execution engine. The manifest files deployed on an engine are managed through the/apps endpoint.
Running applications
Once an application has been deployed, the Scheduler component will start its execution at the time indicated in the manifest. Applications can be started immediately, at a certain time, or just put on hold. Also, for simple application flows, where real time notifications are not involved, the manifest can declare additional starting times or a repetition scheme. Whether the applications are running or not, they can be controlled by the direct interaction with the Scheduler component using the/engine endpoint.
Logical recipes
To actually "run" mashups, the application flow as described in the manifest is first transformed into a logical dependencies tree. Then, the Service Invoker component examines each node and tries to match its current conditions against the requirements of a logical recipe which is used to handle the actual processing required for that step in the mashing process. The conditions of a step refer to: the description of the service represented by the current node, the presence or availability of the same service, and the services used by this node. The requirements of a recipe declare: the interfaces that the target service must implement, the interfaces implemented by the services involved, and how recent a resource from such services must be in order to be used for processing the logic provided by the recipe. We based the concept of recipes on the fact that many of the composition tasks present very similar situations. For instance, in our example application, we could expect that the functionality expressed by the connection of every instance of the KML Generator interface to a Map Builder interface is to generate a map widget highlighting hotspots from the file. If that is not the case, we could easily add more recipes to an execution engine by posting a new recipe resource (which includes requirements and the script to handle the composition step) into the/recipes endpoint.
Handling requests and events
To fulfill the composition step accordingly to the recipe, the service invoker casts all the involved requests for resources. As responses arrive, they are mixed (by the recipe's scripting) into a new resource that will be stored in the current node of the full logical tree. To handle events, the Service Invoker subscribes itself to the resources for which it requires notifications by using an intermediary hub service. Here is where service discovery is used to find a hub in case one of the services declares to implement the push-subscriber interface but does not include a link to one. After subscription, event notifications arrive to the/callback endpoint of the execution engine, where the scheduler identifies the target application manifest and activates the execution of the node where the subscription was made. Whenever a step of the application flow is completed, service invocation is activated on every child node to possibly update any derived resources.
User inputs
It is handled by services whose resources represent user interactions. As other publisher services, they implement the push-publisher interface so they can halt the execution of an application manifest until a response from a user is received.
Output endpoints
The resources generated on each composition step are stored on the services dependency tree. Sometimes, the
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{ "interfaces": [ { "id": "i1", "url": "http://…/push-publisher.wadl" }, { "id": "i2", "url": "http://…/push-subscriber.wadl" }, { "id": "i3", "url": "http://…/sensing-provider.wadl" }, { "id": "i4", "url": "http://…/kml-generator.wadl" }, { "id": "i5", "url": "http://…/widget-generator.wadl" }, { "id": "i6", "url": "http://…/map-builder.wadl" } ], "services": [ { "id": "s1", "name": "WSN Research Lab", "implements": [ "i3", "i1" ], … }, { "id": "s2", "name": "WSN Tony's Home", "implements": [ "i3", "i1" ], … }, { "id": "s3", "name": "Sensing Map File", "implements": [ "i4", "i2", "i1" ], … }, { "id": "s4", "name": "Sensing Widget", "implements": [ "i6", "i5", "i2", " application's complete functionality is performed by the accumulation of each individual service request, other times, the final objective of a mashup is to provide new resources. To support this, the application manifest includes outputs declarations into the application flow. In the example application (see Figure 5 ), all connected services end up in an output which generates source code that users can copy and paste into Web pages. To interact with outputs, each execution engine exposes the outputs of the applications in the/outputs endpoint. Output resources are not just plain, simple documents. An application could be kept running and updating those resources. In the example, sensing readings will be constantly notified. Widgets on the platform are supposed to receive PubSubHubbub updates on the client's side, so outputs are always updated, living documents. Additionally, an output resource can be declared to implement interfaces, as a normal service, so the discovery mechanism can identify and include them into compositions.
Sharing applications
Multiple users can simultaneously use execution engines. To collaboratively design applications, they could update the same manifests by interacting with the/apps resources. We have included a special sharing alternative: the ability to export application manifests. Exported manifest contain along with the original document, the definition of all the recipes found suitable by the execution engine at hand. So, if a developer wants to take an application into another execution engine it will be executed on the same way (provided that both engines are implemented with the same scripting technology).
In the following section, we present our user-interaction model based on the framework described above. On section 4, we discuss a sample scenario with the settings of the architectural elements and the interaction following the complete model.
The user interaction with smart environments
Besides providing a good infrastructure foundation for smart environments, we must address the question of how users are expected to interact with such environments. We think that, in order to illustrate this interactions in smart Web-based environments on the Internet of Things, we can use scenarios depicted on the AmI [20] and ambient-assisted living (AAL) visions.
The term AmI is used to refer to smart environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of users. Hardware devices and software services in smart environments are expected to work together to support users in their everyday activities in easy, natural ways hiding at the same time the network and other low-level details that support the environment. The AmI paradigm is characterized by systems and technologies that are [21, 22] :
• Embedded. Many small-networked devices are seamlessly integrated into the environments.
• Context-aware. That can recognize users and their situational context.
• Personalized. That can be tailored towards the user's needs.
• Adaptive. That can change in response to user actions or other events in the environment.
• Anticipatory. That can anticipate users' desires without conscious mediation.
The AAL term refers to the application of ambient technology to assist individuals in performing everyday activities. This term is very similar to AmI, but the AAL systems present the following additional characteristics:
• Invisibility. They are embedded in clothes, watches, eyeglasses, and other day-to-day items.
• Mobile. They can be transported by the user and have the ability to act in different environments.
• Spontaneous. They can communicate dynamically with many previously unknown devices.
• Heterogeneous. They integrate several different types of hardware and software entities.
• Proactive. They can act in behalf of the user after the user activities inferred from his behavior.
• Natural. They communicate the user in natural ways such as voice and light.
To further illustrate how the user interacts with smart environments according to the concepts of the AmI and AAL visions consider the following scenario:
Mr. Smith is a senior of advanced age who, due to the physical inabilities that come with age, needs a wheelchair to move around his house. Whenever Mr. Smith is close to a door, he presses a button on his watch and the door opens, the same happens when he is close to a window. When Mr. Smith needs the assistance of another person, he presses the button again, and an email and IM alert is sent to the closest person around the area where he is providing him with Mr. Smith's location and identification details.
In the above scenario, the smart environment is supporting the user but the user by himself does not actively alters the functionality the environment is ready to provide. This scenario requires someone, a "power user", to set up how services in representation of doors and windows should act when the button on Mr. Smith's watch is pressed. In the following section, we present our infrastructural model in which we detail how the interaction of users would be in both cases: the passive, in which users take advantage of services and applications available in environments, and the active, in which power users arrange the services available in an environment to define new applications.
Following the concepts and characteristics introduced above, we can identify two scenarios of interaction between the user and the smart environment. One, in which the environment implicitly supports the users according to the functionality of existing applications, and other, in which the user explicitly creates or modifies an application on the environment. For the first scenario, our framework considers users carrying devices with them that allows the environment to detect and track their presence. For the second scenario, the user interacts with the environment through a mashup editor he can use to create new applications using the available services or even previously created applications.
As explained above, in our base platform a mashup application is coded by means of an application manifest that specifies the services involved, the connections between them, and the data flow though the configuration or assembled by using the mashups editor; this editor is a Web-based system to create application manifests through simple activities such as dragging and dropping graphical representations of the involved services to accomplish the specification of configurations that support a desired scenario. In our interaction model, a user must carry a device that provides him with personal services (such as localization, contacts, notification, and others), runs mashup applications, and allows access to the infrastructure through the mashups editor. The personal applications and services are shown on the left sidebar of the editor (see Figure 6:1-3) . The platform infrastructure automatically discovers the services that are provided on the user environment and the applications that are currently running (those are shown on the right sidebar, Figure 6:4-5) ). Additionally to the basic personal services, the user can add external services such as his Facebook or Twitter account (Figure 6:3) . The editor also allows interaction with remote environments ( Figure  6:6-7) . The area at the center of the editor (Figure 6:8) is the instantiation area where the services are dropped, interconnected, and then stored into an environment or in the personal device as mashup applications.
Case of study
To better illustrate how our base platform and user-interaction model work together let's consider the following scenario. In a living room, there are several devices that provide RESTful interfaces to their resources as a way to consume data or trigger functionality. The living room has three types of communication channels (see Figure 7) : a 802.15.4-based protocol, a HomePlug network, and a Wi-Fi router. The lights in the room and the shade on the window communicate with the 802.15.4-based protocol, the home entertainment center and the ceiling lamp use HomePlug, and users use the Wi-Fi connection to talk with all the devices via the mashup editor on the device of users. All three-communication channels are connected together with a Wi-Fi/HomePlug/802.15.4 bridge in the same room. Each device is running a REST service that is developed following the characteristics of a service in our base platform. These are, each service provide access to resources through an RESTful API, implement one of the generic interfaces, and are broadcasting their availability into the service discovery mechanism. Additionally to the device services, there is one execution engine and a directory service.
As discussed above, the interaction model has two different approaches. In one, applications on the execution engines react to changes on the environments initialized by the presence of the user or other related resources. In the other, the user actively makes changes on the applications in execution engines by using the mashup editor. In this scenario there are multiple possible applications. One of them is one that turns out the lamp on the corner, closes the window shade, and dims out the lights in the room whenever the home entertainment center is playing a movie. Other possibility is one application that turns on the lights and closes the shade when the day starts growing dark. These applications are really simple and the user might be able to write the needed recipes by himself. But, there could be situations, for example, when the user purchases a new device, that could require the user to obtain a recipe from a website, or by having the assistance or a technician. Execution engines will use devices and services on application manifests but the user or any other entities can still use them.
Lets discuss the implementation of the scenario in which the entertainment center plays a movie, dims out the lights and closes the window shade. The first thing we need is to identify what is the dependency between devices. In this scenario, the starting point is the entertainment center, whenever the resource that contains the status of the device changes, we need to receive an event notification in order to continue other actions. So, before using the mashup editor to create the application manifest, we must be sure that we count with the proper service implementations. First, the entertainment center must provide a resource containing information about its current status through a REST interface. Second, we need at least one hub service available so we can subscribe to the updates of the entertainment center resource. And third, the light dimmer and the window shade must count each with a service accepting updates of its status resource so if we update it a physical action will occur. Once the services are all running and detected by the service discovery mechanism, they will appear on the mashup editor the user carries with him. Here, he just needs to drag each service representation and to draw a line between the dependencies. Suppose this is the first time the user needs this dependency scenario. The editor will not find any recipes for the needed functionality. So, the user will need to write a recipe for each connection on the dependency tree. The needed recipes for this functionality are:
• The event subscription to the entertainment center status resource using any hub service available at the time on the environment.
• The request for the lights to dim out accordingly to the updated entertainment center status resource. • The request for the window shade to close accordingly to the updated status resource.
We have implemented a working prototype a of our framework and a basic version of our mashup editor. The implementation of the different platform mechanisms are a combination of RESTful Web services written in PHP and Java (using the Restlet framework [23] ) with a service discovery based upon Bonjour [24] . The editor is implemented on Webkit and uses JavaScript to handle the user interface. Recipes in our execution engine mechanism are an extension of PHP that includes methods and special objects to reduce the amount of source code written by users to define behavior. For example, to send a POST request to a REST service the user only needs to write post($target, $data). The keyword $target refers to an special object that contains all the data related to the identification of a service, requests to the service discovery mechanism returns this kind of objects. The keyword $data refers to a resource representation that can be easily translated to a JSON or XML document as the recipe needs. Using the prototype of our infrastructure we have conducted other studies related to AAL applications and scenarios [25] .
Related study
The following studies present some similarities with our proposals but differ in how services are handled towards composition or in how the user-interaction is when creating applications through mashups.
López de Ipiña et al. [26] present Sentient Graffiti (SG), a platform following the Internet of Things concept where users accompanied by mobile devices or Web browsers can browse, discover, search, annotate, and filter surrounding smart objects in the form of Web resources. In this infrastructure, users carry an SG client which they can use to add annotations to objects on spatial regions, they can also browse (physically or virtually) an environment to consume the available annotations. While this effort considers AmI environments, specifically, the ambient-intelligent systems requirements, it considers the services as passive entities, requiring the users to explicitly initiate the interaction with smart objects.
Vazquez et al. [27] present the concept of "social device" and talk about their study on implementing a couple of prototypes to evaluate the potential of their framework to support the integration of smart devices into the Web. Their focus differs to ours in the sense that the authors want to make devices interact between each other in the same way people interact through Web 2.0 social services. We are more focused on the interaction on site and in how users would interact with smart environments by easily creating mashups. Guinard et al. [28] analyze the integration of real world devices with the Web by turning them into RESTful resources. They propose two methods of integration, in the first one, they describe how an actual Web server can be implemented on tiny embedded devices and, in the second one, when computational resources are too limited, they propose the use of an intermediate gateway that can offer a unified RESTful API to the devices by hiding the actual communication protocols used to communicate with them. They also exemplify how these services can be later used in mashup applications. Our contributions go beyond than just providing access to physical entities or simplifying the development of mashups from RESTful resources. The design of our framework takes into account special requirements for supporting AmI scenarios. Some of such requirements are: the need to deliver timely notifications on a particular context change, the possibility to deploy an application into the background of an environment, the incorporation of generic services into compositions for which the actual service to be used is unknown, and the possibility to involve an user's choice on runtime into the application flow. The same author has also experimented with a mashup editor for users to create applications [29] . However, the editor runs applications on a Web browser as it is based upon a Firefox plugin. Our mashups can run on specialized devices or in execution engines deployed on different environments, and more importantly, they not limited by the capabilities of JavaScript, this is, they can use different protocols or engines as a way to compose resources.
Zhang et al. [30] present the advanced Internet of Things (AIoT) paradigm based on the unified object description language (UODL) proposed by the same authors. UODL allows identifying and interconnecting every object and event with a standard format, making available all the information and events related to the objects, and make the control by management and third party entities easy and flexible. The AIoT paradigm and our framework both take care of identifying objects, handling discovery, and providing a deployment mechanism but the main difference is the way objects are modeled. Our framework is based upon REST and every single framework element is a service that provides resources via simple HTTP requests. Because of this, any existing third party service using HTTP as application protocol can be easily integrated into our framework. In the same way, our framework can directly use the same technologies for security and data privacy as the available on the traditional Web. Finally, AIoT doesn't directly involve the user in the environments where the applications are deployment, our framework is designed to allow users to crate or modify such applications following the mashups concept.
In this article, we have talked about how the Internet is progressing towards the Internet of Things and discussed two important problems, which are, how the resources and functionality of the different next generation services would be composed, and how the user interaction would be in terms of the access to the resources provided by the environment, and in terms of how they would create new applications for their particular support demands. To handle both issues we propose a base platform architecture and an user-interaction model based on the AmI applications and AAL concepts.
In order to corroborate our contributions, we have implemented a working prototype of our platform and used it to build test applications for a variety of scenarios. We also used the implementation to conduct a usability study with a small developers group consisting of engineers both experts and novel in Web programming. The test was based on the cognitive-dimensions framework [31] and the participants were requested to build an application using the mashup editor. Preliminary results show users have no problems identifying each of the platform elements and what is the role of each one in providing the final support of the requested applications.
The Web-based support for the Internet of Things seems to be the best way to promote interoperability and easiness of access to resources. Certainly, it is not always the best way for applications scenarios where quality of service, latency, and consumption of energy are important issues. Experimentation conducted with our prototype on different scenarios seems to support these thoughts. Fortunately, there is a very active research on protocols upon where the Internet of Things could rely upon. One of such protocols is CoAP [32] which allows low-end, 8-bit devices to use HTTP-like intercommunications. One of the many benefits of CoAP is that it is easily translatable into the full HTTP protocol enabling the valuable Web-based support.
With the introduction of our mashups-based platform architecture and user-interaction model we intend to provide a base upon where more advanced platforms and applications could be designed and built. We are working into conducting further evaluations to better assess the suitability of our base platform in providing support for smart environments. 
